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ABSTRACT: The problem of intrusion detection is studied extensively in computer security. The development of security
mechanisms, like Intrusion Detection Systems, is of great importance in order to preserve the confidentiality, integrity and
availability of data stored in computers. Off-line intrusion detection can be accomplished by searching audit trail logs of user
activities for matches to patterns of events required for known attacks. This is a combinatorial optimization problem, the NP-
complete. Metaheuristics offer an alternative to solve this type of problems as databases of events and attacks grow. This
paper presents an approach using an evolutionary algorithm, Harmony Search metaheuristic, to detect intrusions. Experiments
are performed to show its effectiveness to detect the unseen intrusion attacks with high detection rate and recognize normal
network traffic with low false alarm rate. Furthermore, comparisons with a “Biogeography” inspired intrusion detection
approach are made. The results confirm the good behavior of our new approach.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid expansion of computer networks during the past few years, security has become a crucial issue for modern
computer systems. Different security mechanisms have been developed in order to preserve the confidentiality, integrity and
availability of data stored in computers, using different techniques and methods, like authentication, cryptography, firewalls,
proxies, antivirus, Virtual Private Network (VPN), Intrusion Detection System (IDS) [1], [2]. This paper focuses on Intrusion
Detection Systems using the audit trail file.

An intrusion detection system dynamically monitors the events taking place in a system, and decides whether these events are
symptomatic of an attack or constitute a legitimate use of the system [3], on the hypothesis that exploitation of a system’s
vulnerabilities is based in the abnormal use of the system [4]. The detection method is one of the principal characters of
classification of IDSs. When the IDS uses information about the attacks (misuse detection or scenario approach), we qualify it
as knowledge-based. When the IDS uses information about the normal behavior of the system it monitors (anomaly detection
or behavioral approach), we qualify it as behavior-based. However, both approaches may be complementary [5].

Misuse detection identifies intrusions by matching observed data with pre-defined descriptions of intrusive behavior. Therefore,
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well-known intrusions can be detected efficiently with a very low false alarm rate. However, Misuse detection will fail easily
when facing unknown intrusions. One way to address this problem is to regularly update the knowledge base, either manually
which is time consuming and laborious, or automatically with the help of supervised learning algorithms. Unfortunately,
datasets for this purpose are usually expensive to prepare, as they require labeling of each instance in the dataset as normal or
a type of intrusion.

The behavioral approach was introduced by Anderson [6], and extended by Denning [4]. It hypothesizes that abnormal behavior
is rare and different from normal behavior. Hence, it builds models for normal behavior and detects anomaly in observed data by
noticing deviations from these models. The techniques developed in behavioral approach include the expert systems, statistical
models [7], and artificial immune systems [8], [9]. Other techniques like Bayesian parameter estimation [10] and clustering [11]-
[14], Genetic Algorithms [15], [16] are also used. Clearly, anomaly detection has the capability of detecting new types of
intrusions, and only requires normal data when building profiles. However, its major difficulty lies in discovering boundaries
between normal and abnormal behavior, due to the deficiency of abnormal samples in the training phase. Another difficulty is to
adapt to constantly changing normal behavior, especially for dynamic anomaly detection.

In addition to the detection method, there are other characteristics one can use to classify IDSs. They can be classified as host-
based, multihostbased and network-based [2]. Hostbased IDSs monitor a single computer using the audit trail of the operating
system whereas network-based IDSs monitor computers on a network by scrutinizing the audit trail of multiple hosts and
network traffic. A multihost-based IDS analyzes data from multiple computers.

This paper deals with a host-based IDS by security audit trail analysis. It can be performed by searching audit trail logs of user
activities for predefined attacks. This is a combinatorial optimization problem NP-Complete [17], heuristic methods will need to
be used as databases of events and attacks grow. We consider Harmony Search metaheuristic (HS) [18] as detection engine. HS
is a population-based evolutionary algorithm taking inspiration from the music improvisation process, where musicians improvise
their instruments’ pitches searching for a perfect state of harmony. It has proven its abilities in solving various optimization
problems [19], [20]. The effectiveness of our approach is evaluated by its ability to make correct predictions. Comparisons with
a biogeography inspired intrusion detection approach [21], [22] are performed. We organized the rest of the paper as follows:
The second section presents a formalization of the Security Audit Trail Analysis Problem as well as some related work. Our
contribution using HS for misuse detection is presented in section 3. Comparisons with a biogeography inspired intrusion
detection approach is made in section 4. Finally, the conclusion presents the advantages of our approach, and the prospects
work.

2. Security Audit Trail Analysis Problem and Related Work

Some researchers are trying to analyze the problem of intrusion detection by using a multiple fault diagnosis approach,
somewhat analogous to the process of a human being diagnosed by a physician when suffering from a disease. In this
approach, the attack scenarios are modeled as a set of couples (Ei ,Ni) where Ei the type of event and Ni is the number of
occurrences of this type of event in the scenario. An events-attacks matrix is defined, which is known as pre-learned domain
knowledge (analogous to knowledge possessed by a physician). The occurrence of one or more attacks is required to be
inferred from newly observed events (analogous to symptoms). Such a problem is reducible to a zero-one integer problem, which
is NP-Complete [17].

The mathematical model is as follows [23]:

∑⎧
⎨
⎩

Na

j
Max Rj * Hj

(AE *  H)i ≤ Oi , i ∈{1...Ne}

Where:

• Ne the number of type of audit events

• Na the number of potential known attacks

• AE the Ne × Na attack-events matrix which gives the set events generated by each attack. AEi j is the number of events of type

(1)
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i generated by the attack j ( AEi j ≥ 0 )
• R the Na- dimensional weight vector, where Ri ( Ri > 0) is the weight associated with the attack i (Ri is proportional to the
inherent risk in attack scenario i)
• O the Ne - dimensional vector where Oi is the number of events of type i present in the audit trail ( O is the observed audit vector)
• H the Na- dimensional hypothesis vector, where Hj = 1 if attack i is present according to the hypothesis and Hj = 0 otherwise
(H describes a particular attack subset).

To explain the data contained in the audit trail (i.e. O) by the occurrence of one or more attack, we have to find the H vector which
maximizes the product R * H (it is the pessimistic approach: finding H so that the risk is the greatest), subject to the constraint
(AE * H)i ≤ Oi , 1 ≤  i  ≤ Ne . Because finding H vector is NP-Complete, the application of classical algorithm is impossible where
Na equals to several hundreds. The heuristic approach to solve that NP-complete problem is the following: a hypothesis is made
(e.g. among the set of possible attacks, attacks i, j and k are present in the trail), the realism of the hypothesis is evaluated and,
according to this evaluation, an improved hypothesis is tried, until a solution is found. In order to evaluate a hypothesis
corresponding to a particular subset of present attack, we count the occurrence of events of each type generated by all the
attacks of the hypothesis. If these numbers are less than or equal to the number of events recorded in the trail, then the
hypothesis is realistic.

To derive a new hypothesis based on the past hypothesis, Biogeography Based Optimization algorithm (BBO) and Genetic
Algorithms (GA) are employed as optimization component in previous works [21]-[26]. All works coded solutions in binary
strings, where the length of a string was the number of attacks, and 1’s or 0’s in a genome indicated if an attack was present. An
overview of Harmony Search metaheuristic is presented in the first part of the next section. Its adaptation in our offline intrusion
detection system is given in part two.

3. Harmony Search-Based Security Audit Trail Analysis Approach

3.1 Harmony Search Metaheuristic overview
Harmony Search was devised as a new metaheuristic algorithm, taking inspiration from the music improvisation process, where
musicians improvise their instruments’ pitches searching for a perfect state of harmony. Analogies with optimization process are
such that:

- The instrument i corresponds to the decision variable xi for i =1, 2,…, n

- A music note coming out of the instrument i is analogous to the value of variable xi

- A Harmony corresponds to a solution vector

- Musical aesthetic is analogous to the Fitness

The standard HS algorithm consists of the following steps [27]:

1) Initialization of the optimization problem and algorithm parameters:
The optimization problem is specified as follows:

     Minimize (or Maximize) f (x)
subjected to xi ∈ Xi , i = 1, 2, . . ., n.

where f (.) is a scalar objective function to be optimized; x is a solution vector composed of decision variables xi , i = 1, 2,.., n; Xi
is the se:t of possible range of values for each decision variable xi , that is, L xi ≤ Xi ≤ U xi, where L xi and U xi are the lower and upper
bounds for each decision variable in the case of continuous decision variables and xi ∈{xi (1), …, xi (k), …, xi (K)} when the
decision variables are discrete. N is the number of decision variables. In addition, the control parameters of HS are also specified
in this step. They are the Harmony Memory Size (HMS) i.e., the number of solution vectors (population members) in the HM(in
each generation); the HM considering rate (HMCR); the pitch-adjusting rate (PAR) and the number of improvisations (NI) or
stopping criterion.

3.2 Harmony Memory (HM) initialization
Each component of each solution vector in the parental population (HM) is randomly chosen. Then, obtained solutions are
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reordered in terms of the objective function value: f (x1) ≤ f (x2) …≤ f (xHMS), where xi = (xi , xi ,..., xn
 ) is the ith solution vector.

Harmony is represented by the matrix:
1

i

HM =
⎣
⎡

x1      ...   xn

x1       ...   xn

... ......

HMS HMS

1 1

⎤
⎦

3.3 New harmony improvisation
A new harmony vector x ′= ( x1,…, xn) is generated based on three rules: memory consideration; pitch adjustment; and random
selection. In the memory consideration, the value of the ith decision variable in the new vector x′ is chosen from any of the
existing values in the ith column of the current HM matrix with probability HMCR. Note that (1 - HMCR) is the rate of randomly
selecting a fresh value from the possible range of values in Xi. Then, every component obtained after the memory consideration
procedure is further examined to determine whether it should be pitch adjusted. This operation uses the parameter PAR (which
is the rate of pitch adjustment). If the new harmony vector x′ is better than the worst harmony in the HM, judged in terms of the
objective function value, the new harmony is included in the HM, and the existing worst harmony is excluded from the HM.

3.4 Check stopping criterion
If the stopping criterion (maximum NI) is satisfied, the computation is terminated. Otherwise, new harmony improvisation step
is repeated.

However, the HS standard method, as given in [27] is not entirely appropriate in the treatment of discrete binary problems as it
is the case with our particular problem. An extension of HS to the effective resolution of binary problems, proposed in [28], is
used.

′ ′

3.2 Security Audit Trail Analysis with Harmony Search
The approach aims to determine if the events generated by a user correspond to known attacks, and to search in the audit trail
file for the occurrence of attacks using HS algorithm. The goal of the heuristic is to find the hypothesized vector H that maximizes
the product R * H, subject to the constraint (AE * H)i ≤ Oi ,1 ≤ i ≤ Ne, where R is a weight vector that reflects the priorities of the
security manager, AE is the attack-events matrix that correlates sets of events with known attacks and Ne the number of types of
audit events.

HS method is based on a stochastic optimization process and on the musical performance process of finding the perfect
harmony in a musical orchestra where each musician plays a note to find a better harmony. We are in a situation where the coding
of harmonies is immediate since the solution of the problem is expressed specifically in the form of a binary sequence. A harmony
is considered as a series of Na notes with values 0 or 1. In other words, the note i of the harmony will be 1 if the harmony is a
solution in which the attack i is declared present. Otherwise, this note takes the value 0. Each harmony is a particular instance
of the vector H (the sum of its components corresponds to the number of detected attacks).

As we have to solve a maximization problem, the best solution (harmony) is associated with the hypothesis H = (H1, …, HNa) of
larger value of the function:

F(H) = Ri * Hi∑1
Na

which represents the total risks incurred by the system under surveillance. In addition, as we deal with a constrained problem,
any harmony, solution to the problem, must satisfy the constraints (AE×H)i ≤ Oi , 0 < i < Ne .

This fitness function does not however, take into account the constraint feature of our problem. As a large number of harmonies
do not respect the constraint, we decided to penalize them by reducing their fitness values [27]. A penalty function (P) is
computed. It increases as the esthetic of the harmony decreases (given the content of the observed audit matrix O). Let Te
represents the number of types of events for which (AE × H)i > Oi , then the corresponding penalty function is given by:

F(H) = α + ( Ri * Hi∑1
Na

− β  ∗ Te )
2

Where α and β are two parameters such that β makes it possible to modify the slope of the penalty function and α sets a

(2)

(3)

(4)

2
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threshold making the fitness positive. If α negative fitness value is found, it is equaled to 0 and the corresponding individual
cannot be selected. So the α parameter allows the elimination of too unrealistic hypothesis.

Now that the harmony and the objective function are well defined, the rules used to construct the new solution (new harmony
improvisation) during the optimization process evolution, that are memory consideration and pitch adjustment mentioned in
section 3.1, are [28]:

• Memory consideration rule:

For k = 1, …, Na, the binary variable xk is such that :

HMtk , t ∈ {1, ..., HMS} if r1 < HMCR

R otherwise
xk =

⎩
⎨
⎧

where :

0 if  r2 < 0.5

1 otherwise
R =

⎩
⎨
⎧

and r1, r2 are two independant random numbers between 0 and 1; t is an integer randomly chosen in the set: {1,……, HMS}.

• Pitch adjustment rule
The adjustment operator is used to find better solutions locally. Given a new solution x = (x1, …, xk ,…, xNa), the value of each
variable is modified with a probability PAR such that:

HMbk  if r < PAR

xk otherwise
xk =

⎩
⎨
⎧

Figure 1. Coding of solutions and the objective function

where: r is a random number between 0 and 1, HMbk represents the value of the corresponding element in the vector of the global
optimum in HM.

HS

vecteur H

F (H)Aesthetic

X1 X2
XNa

...

Harmony

Security audit trail
analysis problem

(5)

(6)
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Thus, if the new harmony vector x = (x1, ...,xNa) is better than the worst harmony vector in HM, in terms of the objective function
value, it is included in HM and the worst harmony in HM is excluded.

It is now necessary to correctly represent the matrix HM. It is a (HMS * Na) - matrix, where Na is the number of predefined attacks
and HMS the population size parameter. We associate to each row i of the matrix HM (a solution vector to our problem) a value
of the objective function F. Figure 1 gives a representation of coding of solutions and the objective function. The following
pseudo-code shows the different steps when analyzing the security audit trail with HS algorithm. The different parameters HMS,
HMCR, PAR and NI must be initialized. Then, HMS initial solution vectors are randomly generated and saved in the HM matrix.
The fitness value F(i), corresponding to the ith solution i = 1, .., HMS, is evaluated. Then, the optimization process evolves. It
generates a new solution x = (x1, ..., xn) from the HM matrix, using the parameters HMCR and PAR. These parameters help the
algorithm to obtain better solutions locally or globally.

Pseudo-code of the security audit trail analysis process with HS

Input : (Ne × Na ) - AE matrix and Ne - O vector
Initialize parameters NI, HMS, PAR and HMCR
Generate randomly a harmony memory HM (with HMS initial solutions)
Evaluate the fitness of the generated harmonies
IterationNumber = 0
If IterationNumber < NI Then
    Build new harmony x = (x1, …, xk ,…, xNa)
   Check constraints
   Compute fitness of x
   Get worst harmony in Harmony Memory
   Update harmony memory
   Save best harmony (H vector)
   IterationNumber = IterationNumber + 1
End If
Output: H vector maximizing product R * H and verifying the constraints.

4. Experimental results

In this research we used the Sun audit trail file [17]. Four (4) types of users were identified: inexperienced novice developer,
professional users, and heavy users of UNIX. Some examples of attack-events considered include:

• Trying to change sensitive information on records of files requiring higher privilege,

• Killing critical processes,

• Trying to access different user’s files,

• Probing the system,

• Installing of unauthorized, potentially damaging software, and

• Exploiting a security vulnerability to gain higher or different privileges.

We considered first the 24 × 28 - matrix AE (Attacks-Events) [23] with 24 attack scenarios and 28 types of auditable events
specific to a Unix system. During the simulations, all the attacks actually present in the analyzed audit file must be known in
advance. Thus, the events corresponding to one or more attacks are included in the observed audit vector O. Each of the
experiments conducted is characterized by the 5-tuple (NI, HMS, HMCR, PAR, Ia), where NI is the number of generations, HMS
the population size, HMCR the harmony memory consideration rate, PAR the adjustment rate and Ia the number of attacks
actually present in the audit file (number of attacks injected).
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Ratios TPR, FPR, Accuracy and Precision [21] are used to evaluate our approach intrusion detection quality. Many tests are
performed using Attack-Events matrices of different sizes. All results are obtained as the average of 10 executions carried out for
the same better value of the 5-tuple (NI, HMS, HMCR, PAR, Ia).

We observe that after a certain number of generations, all injected attacks are detected, and no false attack (TPR = 1 and FPR =
0). In addition, the number of attacks injected has no influence on these results. Best results are obtained with HMS value
between 20 and 30. Further, the study of the influence of the two rates HMCR and PAR is important because they contribute
significantly, in the algorithm, in finding the best solution. There is a strong correlation between HMCR and PAR on the
Harmony Search metaheuristic optimization process. To study their influence on the quality of intrusion detection, we varied the
parameter PAR between 0.1 and 0.9 with a step of 0.2; HMCR is selected it in the set {0, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 , 0.9, 0.98}. We observe that
the best results are obtained for values of HMCR and PAR, such as: 0.8 ≤ HMCR ≤ 0.98 and PAR ≥ 0.3.

Table 1 shows the quality of our intrusion detection approach performed on data (attack-events matrix of size 28 × 24) issued
from [23] with parameter values: HMS = 30, HMCR = 0.98, PAR = 0.3 and Ia = 24. The chosen parameters for the penalty function
are: α = 300 and β = 1. We observe that all the injected attacks are detected after 0.064 seconds (execution time).

Generation Execution time      Detected     TPR % FPR  % Precision  %
number (NI) (sec) attacks number

1 0.002 18 66.67 0 100
5 0.003 18 70.83 0 100
50 0.043 20 83.83 0 100
100 0.060 22 91.67 0 100
200 0.064 24 100 0 100
220 0.066 24 100 0 100
250 0.077 24 100 0 100

Table 1. Intrusion detection quality (28 × 24 – AE matrix)

The results given in Table 2 concern tests performed on data with an attack-events matrix of dimension (100 × 200). The different
parameters are such that: HMS = 30, HMCR = 0.98, PAR = 0.3. The number of injected attacks is: Ia = 200. The chosen parameters
for the penalty function are: α = 470 and α =13. All attacks are detected after 0.763 seconds (execution time).

Generation Execution time      Detected     TPR % FPR  % Precision  %
number (NI) (sec) attacks number

0 0.024 118 59 0 100
100 0.082 128 64 0 100
200 0.138 142 71 0 100
500 0.326 168 84 0 100
700 0.400 177 88.5 0 100
1000 0.478 197 98.5 0 100
1700 0.763 200 100 0 100

Table 2. Intrusion detection quality (100 × 200 – AE matrix)

5. Comparisons with a biogeography inspired intrusion detection approach

Biogeography-based optimization (BBO) was first presented by D. Simon in 2008 [29]. It is an evolutionary algorithm based on
the science of biogeography [31], which is the study of the geographical distribution of organisms.
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In BBO, problem solutions are represented as islands, and the sharing of features between solutions is represented as migration
between islands. Islands that are well suited as habitats for biological species are said to have a high island suitability index
(ISI). Features that correlate with ISI include rainfall, topographic diversity, area, temperature, etc. The variables that characterize
these features are called suitability index variables (SIVs). SIVs are the independent variables of the island, and ISI is the
dependent variable. Islands with a high ISI tend to have a large number of species, and those with a low ISI have a small number
of species. Islands with a high ISI have many species that emigrate to nearby islands because of the accumulation of random
effects on its large populations. Emigration occurs as animals ride flotsam, fly, or swim to neighboring islands. Suppose that we
have some problem, and that we also have several candidate solutions. A good solution is analogous to an island with a high ISI,
and a poor solution is like an island with a low ISI. High ISI solutions are more likely to share their features with other solutions,
and low ISI solutions are more likely to accept shared features from other solutions.

An intrusion detection approach with BBO has been developed [22]. We compare the latter with our new method. Tests are
performed on different data. Results reported in Table 3 concern a (28 × 24) - Attack-Events matrix issued from [23] with 24
attacks injected, a AE matrix of size (100 × 300) with 300 attacks injected and finally an AE matrix of size (100 × 700) with 700
attacks injected. Note that the tests with BBO and HS were performed on the same machine.

The different parameters involved in BBO algorithm are set to: Mutation rate = 0.005, Population size = 50 and Elitism value = 2.
In our HS based method, the parameters values are: HMS = 30, HMCR = 0.98 and PAR = 0.3. The chosen parameters for the
penalty function are: α = 470 and β =13.

In both approaches, all attacks are detected. However, we clearly observe that the intrusion detection process duration for all
attacks is better using our new approach, and the difference increases as the AE matrix size grows.

Nb of detected        Execution    Nb of detected Execution       Nb of detected     Executiontime
      attacks               time (sec)                   attacks                      time (sec)               attacks                time (sec)

BBO           24                   0.109                300            9.640                   700               581.34

HS           24                   0.056                300            3.973                   700                 7.167

Method used AE (24 × 28) AE (100 × 300) AE (100 × 700)

Table 3. HS-based approach vs. BBO-based approach

6. Conclusion

Security Audit trail Analysis can be accomplished by searching audit trail logs of user activities for known attacks. The problem
is a combinatorial optimization problem NP-Hard. Metaheuristics offer an alternative for solving this type of problem when the
size of the database events and attacks grow. We propose to use Harmony Search metaheuristic as detection engine.

Experimental results of simulated intrusions detection are given. The effectiveness of the approach is evaluated by its ability to
make correct predictions. It proved to be effective and capable of producing a reliable method for intrusion detection. The
results indeed show the good performance of the proposed approach. An important result was the consistency of results,
independently of the number of attacks actually present in the analyzed audit file. This means that the performance of the
detection system is not deteriorated in the case of multiple attacks. The execution time is very satisfying. All this allows us to
consider that the proposed approach constitutes an efficient and reliable intrusion detection system.

Comparisons with a biogeography inspired approach is made. We observe clearly that the intrusion detection duration of all
attacks are significantly lower when using our new HS-based approach. However, these systems are usually developed for
predefined environments and do not offer a solution to some network characteristics such as changes in behavior of users and
services, the increasing complexity and evolution of the types of attacks that they may be subject, the speed of attacks that can
occur simultaneously on several machines, etc.
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